Résumé. -Contrairement à la surfusion qui est très fréquemment observée, la 
Short Communication
The overheating of In the now accepted opinion, melting of a solid starts at the surface at temperature appreciably lower than the bulk melting point This so-called surface premelting (already suggested long ago by Faraday [1] to explain the properties of ice) has been confirmed and studied in detail using modern techniques of surface science. Premelting was detected (i) on physisorbed layers (Ar/graphite, CH4/MgO) by measuring their heat capacities [2] or by quasi-elastic neutron scattering [3] ; (ii) on organic crystals (biphenyl) by ellipsometry [4] and (iii) on metallic crystals (Cu, Au, Pb, In) by optical emissivity [5] , by ion scattering [6, 19] by Leed [7] and by observation of the equilibrium shape of crystallites [8, 9] .
In the case of lead crystals it seems now well established that the curved regions are covered by a liquid layer below the melting temperature whereas the {111} surface remain solide [19] ; no equivalent clear cut situation exists for {100} (so far neither morphological studies [8] [10 -14] . This idea was introduced by Reiss and Wilson in 1948 [15] and later developped by Curzon in 1959 [16] . It has now been confirmed by the observation of surface premelting.
Another important consequence of surface premelting is its inhibiting role in the overheating of crystals (when overheating occurs the crystal remains in its solid state above the melting point).
In our present understanding of melting overheating is inhibited because the liquid layer thickens when the temperature is raised, until the whole solid is molten (at the bulk melting point). This is the currently explanation for the absence of overheating. (Fig. 1) . The sample is subsequently annealed at increasing temperatures while it is observed by SEM. Upon approaching the melting point step wise increments of temperature are realized every 1 degree (15 minutes in duration) during which the temperature is stable within 0.5°. or by { 111 } only. For simplicity in the following we call the crystallites belonging to this second class "sharp-edged polyhedra".
In the TEM mode 7 Â resolution of our microscope is much better than in the SEM mode. By using the TEM mode the sharp-edged polyhedra are seen to have in fact rounded edges with fairly small radii of curvature (Fig. 2) .
We judged that the melting point of bulk Pb was reached when the crystals belonging to the first class (i.e. with a shape approaching the equilibrium shape) lose their {111} and {100} facets. This is an actual signature of melting since undercooling is then always observed upon cooling the substrate. These crystals crystallize from the Pb-graphite interface with the epitaxy relationship {111} Pb// {00.1} graphite and (110) This is in disagreement with Spiller's results [14] . It was checked that the electron beam had a negligible influence by examining portions of the sample that had escaped prior exposition to the beam. On these "virgin" regions only sharp-edged { 111 } polyhedra where observed under the overheating conditions. Since a random overall distribution of overheated and molten crystals was obtained no effect of a temperature gradient along the sample can be suspected. 4 . Discussion and conclusion.
We summarize our experimental observations as follows. 1) By using the SEM mode of our microscope one sees that (i) the sharp-edged 111 1} + { 100 } polyhedra melt at the same temperature as the bigger crystallites in pseudo equilibrium (i.e. with { 111 } and { 100} facets and well developed rounded regions inbetween), (ii) the sharp-edged { 111 } only polyhedra can be overheated. The overheating domain is ~ 3°C.
2) By using the TEM mode the sharp edges of the sharp-edged { 111 } only polyhedra are seen to be in fact curved regions of very small extension and very high curvature. Since surface premelting has been observed within a wide range of crystal sizes (from 1 mm [19] In contrast Nozières [20] recently proposed a mechanism which allows an explanation of our observation to be given, at least qualitatively. The author considers the equilibrium of two non wetted faces separated by a quasi molten rounded region. He shows that a premolten meniscus can exist between the two faces at temperatures lower than Tf and becomes a biconvex molten lens above Tf. The stability of this system determines the temperature domain of overheating. The width of this domain depends on several parameters either energetical (the specific free energies of the various faces and interfaces) or geometrical (the angle between the facets, the wetting angle of the facets and the rounded regions, the various radü of curvature).
In the Nozières' picture the lack of overtheating of the sharp-edged { 111 } + { 100} polyhedra means either that {100} itself is wetted (at least at Tf) or that the molten lens between f 11 1} and {100} is unstable at Tf.
